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Abstract: Ozone is an important secondary air pollutant and plays different significant roles in
regulating the formation of secondary organic aerosols. However, the characteristics of winter
vertical ozone distributions have rarely been studied. In the winter of 2017, field experiments
were performed in Shanghai, China using hexacopter unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) platforms.
The vertical profiles of ozone were obtained from 0–1200 m above the ground level. Results show that
the UAV observations were reliable to capture the vertical variations of ozone. Vertical ozone profiles
in the winter are classified into four categories: (1) well-mixed profile, (2) altitudinal increasing profile,
(3) stratification profile, and (4) spike profile. Results show that although the average surface ozone
level was relatively low, strong ozone variability and high ozone concentrations occurred at the upper
air. The maximum observed ozone concentration was 220 ppb. In addition, using meteorological
profiles and backward trajectories, we found that the ozone elevation aloft can be attributed to the
downward transport of air flow from higher altitudes. Furthermore, ozone accumulation in the
winter could be influenced by the horizontal transport of air masses for the northern part of China.
This study successfully used hexacopter UAV platforms to perform vertical observations within
the boundary layer. This provides systematic classification of winter ozone distribution within the
boundary layer.

Keywords: winter ozone; vertical distribution; unmanned aerial vehicle platform; portable monitors;
boundary layer

1. Introduction

In many regions around the world, especially in developed cities, air pollution has been a major
concern of the government, the public, and researchers. Ozone is one of the key air pollutants, which is
generated by complex photochemical reactions among ozone precursors including carbon monoxide
(CO), nitric oxide (NOx), and volatile organic compounds (VOCs). These are primarily emitted by
anthropogenic activities [1–6].
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Field observations are crucial methods to monitor the spatial and temporal variations of air
pollutants, and provide data support for air quality forecast and air pollution control. Conventionally,
field observations are performed at ground level [7–9]. However, ground-level distributions of air
pollutants are firmly related to the atmospheric motions within the planetary boundary layer (PBL) such
as vertical mixing and horizontal transport. Thus, the spatial resolution of surface measurements is not
sufficient to fully understand the formation, accumulation, and dispersion mechanism of air pollutants.

Over the past few decades, vertical observation techniques have been developed where instruments
have been installed onto observation platforms in order to capture the vertical profiles of air pollutants.
Thus, variations of air pollutants are completely recorded from the ground level to several kilometers
high. Regular vertical observation platforms could be grouped into fixed-location platforms (ozone
LiDARs [10,11], towers [8], et al.), and air-borne platforms (sounding balloons [12–14], tethered
balloon [15–17], unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) [18–22], et al.). Each platform has its own merits and
limitations. As newly prevailing platforms, UAVs have several advantages such as great flexibility,
light weight, and low cost. However, relatively low payloads set a limitation on the choice of
instruments. Compared with fixed-wing UAV platforms, multi-rotor UAV platforms do not provide
additional contaminants, and rarely have requirements for takeoff sites. Consequently, multi-rotor
UAV platforms are much more useful when it comes to performing field observations within the
boundary layers [18–20,23,24].

With the help of vertical observation techniques, vertical observations of ozone have been performed
all over the world. The vertical characteristics of ozone have been understood deeply. In the spring of
2001, Zheng et al. [14] used vertical profiles captured from 0–5000 m by ozonesondes to summarize
characteristics of vertical ozone distributions in the Yangtze River Delta (YRD) region of China into five
categories. Aneja et al. [25] studied the vertical characteristics of ozone by tower data in the summer in
the USA. According to previous research [3,6,15,16,18], most of the vertical ozone observations were
performed mainly in warmer seasons (spring and summer). Generally, ozone has typical variances in
different seasons. In the spring and summer, relatively strong photochemical reactions enhance the
ozone formation. In contrast, weak solar radiations restrain ozone production in winter [6,26–28].

However, in winter, ozone also plays an important role and needs to be further studied. First,
ozone is an important oxidant, and participates in the formation of secondary organic aerosols (SOAs),
especially in the winter [28–30]. In addition, typical winter thermal inversion layers (TILs) often lead
to much more complicated atmospheric structures than other seasons, which may cause strong vertical
variations of ozone [31] Gradually, vertical distribution of winter ozone has been studied worldwide.
Related research indicates that ozone accumulations within the boundary layer could be attributed
to multi-day TILs [32], ozone incursions from the stratosphere [33], and horizontal transport of air
masses [12,13].

Although vertical observation techniques have been greatly developed in recent years, related
research that focuses on the use of multi-rotor UAV platforms in vertical observations have still
been sparse [18,19,34]. In addition, although the distributions of ozone have been gradually studied
in warmer seasons, the vertical distribution of winter ozone are still under investigation [28,29,35].
This study aims to fill these research gaps.

In the present study, as part of the National Key R & D Program of China, vertical observation
experiments were performed in the Feng’xian District of Shanghai, China. Field campaigns were
performed from November to December in the winter of 2017 via hexacopter UAV platforms with
portable instruments on board. Specifically, the main objectives of this study are given below: (1) Using
the UAV monitoring platforms to collect vertical profiles of winter ozone; and (2) Summarizing the
classification of ozone profiles and studying the relationship between ozone elevations events and
ozone distributions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is dedicated to the description of the UAV
monitoring platforms and field experiment methodology. The results of the vertical ozone observations
are presented and analyzed in Section 3. In Section 4, the ozone elevation events that influenced the
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ozone distribution are analyzed and discussed. Finally, the conclusions and implications are discussed
in the Section 5.

2. Methodology

2.1. Platform and Instrumentation

In this study, two custom-made hexacopter Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) platforms were
used. One was the JOUAV (JOUAV, China) platform (Figure 1a), and the other was the M600 (DJI
Innovations, China) platform (Figure 1b). For the JOUAV platform, it was powered by two 50.4 V
lithium batteries. The maximum operation height was 1200 m. The flight duration with full payloads
was about 20 min. The M600 platform was powered by six 22.2 V Li–Po batteries. The maximum
operation height was 500 m. The flight duration with full payloads was about 16 min. For each UAV
platform, a flight control module and a global positioning system were embedded to ensure easy and
safe flights. In the case of low battery, signal loss, and motor damage, the UAV platforms were both
programmed to return automatically to the takeoff site.
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Figure 1. Pictures of (a) the JOUAV platform, (b) DJI M600 platform, and (c) portable instruments.

Portable instruments were mounted on the UAV platforms to measure air pollutant concentrations
and meteorological parameters (Figure 1c). Vertical distributions of ozone were measured by a
portable ozone monitor (Model: POM, 2B Technology, USA), which is based on ultraviolet absorption.
Ambient air temperature (T) and relative humidity (RH) were measured during the flights using a
meteorological sensor (Model: UX12, ONSET, Australia). Specific parameters of the instruments used
in this study are summarized in Table 1. As shown in Figure 1, instruments were mounted or attached
inside a carbon fiber cabinet. A section of Tygon® sampling tube was linked to the inlet of POM in order
to introduce the ambient sample air. This tube is FEP-lined in order to reduce the ozone loss inside
the tube. The portable instruments installed on the two UAV platforms were identical. For detailed
information about the UAV platform and instruments, the reader is referred to Wang et al. [21].

Table 1. Summary of the instruments and associated parameters.used on the unmanned aerial
vehicle platforms.

Species Manufacturer Model Resolution Accuracy Measurement
Range Unit Weight

(g)
Time interval

(s)

O3 2B Tech POM 0.1 ± 1.5 0–10,000 ppb 340 g 2 s (fast mode)
T ONSET HOBO U12 0.03 ± 0.35 −20–70 °C 46 g 1 s

RH ONSET HOBO U12 0.03 ± 2.5 5–95 % 46 g 1 s
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2.2. Description of the Experimental Site

The annual means of accumulated precipitation and surface air temperature of Shanghai is
1166.1 mm·yr−1 and 16.0 °C, respectively [36]. The field campaigns were carried out over grassland
in Feng’xian District (30◦48′53′′ N, 121◦29′37′′ E). The experimental site (Figure 2) is situated about
2 km to the southwest of the Feng’xian Campus of East China University of Science and Technology
(ECUST). The experimental site is surrounded by suburban and bay area. A large chemical industry is
about 2 km southwest from the site. During the study period, the average surface air temperature
decreased from about 14 °C in November to about 7 °C in December. In addition, the experimental site
mainly experienced sunny or cloudy weather, with a dominant wind from the north and northeast.
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2.3. Field Campaign

Between 26 November and 21 December 2017, 41 profiles were successful collected (Table 2). A pilot
with the Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association of China (AOPA–China) certificate remotely controlled
the UAV. The UAV ascended and descended with a speed of 2 m/s. This provides adequate time for
the portable instruments to obtain reliable measurements. Before the UAV took off, the recording times
on all the portable instruments was manually adjusted to the local time (UTC + 8) [32] in order to
synchronize the measurements. The POM warmed up for at least 30 min before each flight to stabilize
the measurements [18].

Table 2. Summary of the field campaign schedule.

Assignments
November 2017 December 2017

26 27 28 29 30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

Vertical Observation 6 2 4 2 4 1 3 [2] [4] [1] [2] [3] [3] [1] [3]
Vertical Comparison X
Ground Comparison X X X X X

The number inside each cell represents the number of profiles obtained on the corresponding day. Numbers enclosed
in square brackets represent the number of profiles collected by the JOUAV.

In this study, JOUAV was used as the primary UAV platform. From 26 November to
06 December 2017, the JOUAV malfunctioned. To continue the field experiments, the M600 platform
was used as an alternative UAV platform. During the study period, joint experiments via a tethered
balloon were also performed in the Feng’xian Campus of East China University of Science and
Technology. Therefore, the performance of portable instruments on the UAV was compared with the
tethered balloon platform. The comparison experiments were both performed on the surface and
during flights. The results of the comparison has been presented in the Supplementary Materials.
The specific field campaign schedule is summarized in Table 2.
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2.4. Other Data Resources

A supportive meteorological dataset was obtained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA). To study the influence of horizontal transport of air masses, the Internet-based
model of hybrid single-particle Lagrangian integrated trajectory (HYSPLIT) was used to carry out
backward trajectories analyses. The meteorological input for archived meteorology and HYSPLIT were
both the Global Data Assimilation System meteorological dataset, with temporal resolutions of 3 h and
6 h, respectively. The sounding balloon data at 08:00 LT were obtained from the online website [37].

3. Results

3.1. UAV Platform Verification

Before using UAV platforms to perform vertical ozone observations, the uncertainties of portable
monitors need to be studied first, which ensures the availability of the data. As shown in Figure S1
and Table S1, the ground-based comparison indicated that the ozone monitor on the UAV platform is
in good agreement with the conventional instrument on the tethered balloon platform.

Previously in May 2016, Li et al. [38] performed comparison experiments between a fixed-wing
UAV platform and the tethered balloon platform. The instruments and experimental site were identical
to this study. According to three pairs of ozone profiles, although there were slight variations in
ozone concentrations, the ozone measurements of the POM have also been generally consistent
with the instruments used on a tethered balloon platform [38]. As for hexacopter UAV platforms,
Guimarães et al. [23] used the same platform (M600) and ozone monitor (POM), and successfully
obtained fifty-seven ozone profiles from March to May, 2018 in Brazil, indicating the possible use of
UAV in improving atmospheric measurements of ozone. In this study, the comparison results of two
pairs of ozone profiles are presented in Figure S2 and Table S1, which also indicate good consistency
between the two platforms.

As shown in Figure 3, the PBL height ranged from 200–1300 m from November to December,
2017. Consequently, the UAV platforms in this study are reliable and practical to capture the vertical
variations of ozone within the lower troposphere in the wintertime.

3.2. Overview of Vertical Profiles

3.2.1. Data Processing

After the vertical observations, data processing was performed to draw effective vertical profiles.
First, ozone outliers (negative or abnormal measurements) were removed. Abnormal measurements
are defined as ozone measurements that are five times higher or lower than the measurements
observed during adjacent moments. Negative ozone measurements are sometimes caused by ozone
concentrations near 0 ppb or low air temperature (less than 0 °C). Considering that the outlet of the air
sampling tube was placed upward, the measurements obtained during the descent were not analyzed.
The updraft caused by the UAV during the descent can lead to unreliable measurements.

3.2.2. Vertical Profiles Visualization

As shown in Figure 3, 41 vertical profiles of ozone, ambient air temperature, and RH obtained
during the study were visualized in a colormap. After December 9, 2017, the JOUAV platform was
used. Hence, the maximum flight height extended from 500 m to 1200 m. In general, there is more
detailed and complete information in the 1200–m profiles than the 500–m profiles. From 26 November
to 21 December, 2017, both the average ambient air temperature and the average RH kept decreasing.
This indicated a cold front passage. For the ozone profiles, the ozone concentrations aloft were generally
higher than those near the surface. The ozone concentration ranged from 25–200 ppb. The maximum
ozone concentration of 220 ppb was observed on the morning of December 21 over 800 m.
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3.3. Vertical Characteristics of Winter Ozone

The ozone profiles observed in this study have been presented In previous sections. In this section,
a systematic classification of winter ozone within the boundary layer will be given. The 41 profiles
could be classified into four categories: (1) the well-mixed profile; (2) altitudinal increasing profile;
(3) stratification profile; and (4) spike profile. In some flights, different categories of ozone profiles
were co-existing owing to the atmospheric structure. The detailed characteristics of each profile are
discussed below.
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Figure 3. Vertical profiles of (a) Relative humidity (RH), (b) ambient air temperature, and (c) ozone
concentration measured by the UAV platform from 08:45 LT on 26 November to 10:27 LT on 11 December,
2017. Each label of the horizontal axis represents the profile number, which consists of the date and
the exact takeoff time of each flight. The planetary boundary layer heights are shown as black solid
lines. The original PBL data were obtained from the NOAA Archived Meteorology. A low-order linear
interpolation method was used to calculate the estimated the PBL height during each flight period.

3.3.1. Well-Mixed Profile

This category of winter ozone is characterized by stagnant ozone concentrations within a certain
height, with a concentration difference less than 10 ppb. An example of one dataset representative of
well-mixed profiles (34%) is the profile observed at 10:27 LT on December 21 (Figure 4b). The ozone
concentrations remained steady at about 35 ppb from 0–800 m. Among those profiles, the average
ozone concentration was 41 ppb, which is close to the surface ozone concentration (about 5 ppb).
A high average ozone concentration of 66 ppb occurred on November 26 and 28. Generally, well-mixed
profiles are typical in the daytime while there is good vertical mixing, no significant horizontal
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transport processes, and temperature inversions. Hence, the ozone level is primarily determined by in
situ production.

3.3.2. Altitudinal Increasing Profile

This category of winter ozone is characterized by a stable increase of ozone concentration from
the surface to a certain height. An example of a dataset representative of altitudinal increasing profiles
(23%) is the profile observed at 08:20 LT on December 02 (Figure 4a). The ozone concentration linearly
increased from 22 ppb at the surface to 48 ppb at 500 m. Eight of the ten altitudinal profiles was
observed from 07:00–10:00 LT. Generally, positive gradients are typical in ozone profiles in the morning.
With weak solar radiation, the local ozone formation in the morning is slower than the depletion of
ozone (i.e., NO titration, dry and wet depletion), especially in winter.

3.3.3. Stratification Profiles

This category of winter ozone is characterized by a two-layered or three-layered structure.
An example of a dataset representative of stratification profiles (26%) is the profile observed at 08:08 LT
on December 21 (Figure 4b). Within 400 m, the ozone concentration is about 25 ppb. Two significant
interfaces were located at 400 m and 800 m. Within each interface, the ozone concentration sharply
increased. Ultimately, the ozone concentration remained stable at 220 ppb over 900 m. Stratification
profiles observed in this study mostly occurred in the morning. In winter, the average daily PBL height
is often lower than the other seasons [39]. According to previous research, this ozone stratification is
generally related to the growth of PBL or the formation of nocturnal residual layers [10].

3.3.4. Spike Profile

This category of winter ozone is characterized by extreme low and high ozone concentrations
at the mid altitudes, which make profiles spike-shaped. Two examples of dataset representative of
spike profiles (18%) are the profiles observed at 15:01 LT on December 19 and at 10:38 on November 26
(Figure 4a). In this study, the spike profiles were related to ozone elevation events. At 15:01 LT of
December 19, 2017, an ozone elevation was observed between 200–650 m. The peak ozone concentration
was as high as 60 ppb at 600 m, which was higher than the ozone concentration of 30 ppb at both the
surface and at 1200 m. During this flight period, the estimated PBL height was 1269 m. Within the
boundary layer, an ozone spike at mid altitudes could be attributed to the influence of the long-range
transport of air masses.
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In conclusion, well-mixed and altitudinal increasing profiles often occurred within short height
ranges, which could be summarized as a simple structure. With the help of the JOUAV platform,
more complicated ozone structures were captured from 0–1200 m. The stratification profiles and spike
profiles could be recognized as a combination of simpler structures. According to Zheng et al. [15],
the vertical profiles of ozone within 5 km was classified into five groups, which are highly related to
meteorological parameters, thermal and dynamic factors, and regional transport. However, the vertical
pattern of ozone within the boundary layer has not been fully understood. In this next section,
further discussions are given to study the relationships between vertical ozone distributions and other
meteorological parameters.

4. Discussion

From 27 to 28 November 2017, an ozone elevation event was observed (hollow circle 1 in Figure 3c)
near the surface. The average ozone concentration at 10:00 LT on 26 November (16 ppb) was lower than
that of 64 ppb at 10:35 on November 28. High surface ozone concentrations of over 60 ppb occurred in
all four profiles on 28 November. After 07 December, several ozone elevations events were observed
aloft. Extreme high ozone concentrations over 180 ppb were observed at 09:15 LT (182 ppb), 14:34 LT
(181 ppb) on 11 December, and 08:08 LT (220 ppb) on 21 December 2017, respectively. Hence, ozone
distributions at the upper air are quite different from near the surface during the study period.

4.1. Typical Ozone Elevation within 500 m

As shown in Figure 3b, significant warming was observed from the surface to 500 m from
November 26 to 28, 2017. According to Table 3, with the decrease in cloud cover percentage (from
85.4% on November 26 to 5.3% on November 28), the solar radiation intensity in the morning peaked
on November 28 among the three days. The photochemical reaction favors higher temperature and
stronger solar radiation in clear days. Therefore, the ozone formation was enhanced during this period.
Moreover, PBL height at about 10:00 of November 28 (about 350 m) was lower than two days before
(400–800 m). Low PBL heights restrained the dispersion and vertical mixing of ozone. Therefore, in
situ formation mainly contributes to the surface ozone elevation from November 27 to 28.

Table 3. Meteorological data obtained from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
and sounding balloons.

Time Altitude AP (hPA) ATC (%) DSR (W/m2) WS (m/s) WD (◦)

November 26 11:00 Surface 1025.8 86.4 321.9
November 27 11:00 Surface 1025.3 25.0 422.2
November 28 11:00 Surface 1021.4 5.3 432.9
December 11 08:00 848 m 925 4.11 345
December 11 08:00 215 m 1000 2.05 350
December 21 08:00 912 m 925 3.09 340
December 21 08:00 166 m 1014 3.09 40

AP: Air pressure; ATC: Average cloud cover; DSR: Downward shortwave radiation; WS: Wind speed; WD:
Wind direction.

Trajectories at 300 m (Figure 5a) show that the origin of air masses were the Middle-Lower Yangtze
Plain. On November 28 (Figure 5b), the air masses partially came from the southeast coast of China
and the Huanghai Sea. It could be distinguished by the RH profiles with average RH values of about
66% on November 28 (Figure 3a). The Middle-Lower Yangtze Plain and the southeast coast of China
have been widely recognized as polluted areas. In the journey, pollutants were transported by air
flows to the experimental site and contributed to the ozone elevation events.
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4.2. Ozone Elevation in the Upper Air

During the study period, several ozone elevation events were observed over 500 m. In December
of 2017, the experimental site experienced a cold front passage. This is inferred by the decrease
in RH and ambient air temperature in December, 2017 (Figure 3a,b). Trajectories on 11 December
and 21 December (Figure 5c,d) indicate that the air masses during these days originated from the
high altitudes of Outer Mongolia and then traveled straight southeast, and ultimately arrived at the
experimental site.

As summarized in the last section, the ozone profile observed at 08:08 LT on December 21
(Figure 4b) and at 09:15 LT on 11 December (hollow circle 2 in Figure 3c), 2017 could be classified as
stratification profiles. A significant ozone-elevated layer was located over about 800 m. However,
a well-mixed ozone profile was observed about 1–2 h before each ozone-elevated profile (profile
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12210601 and 12110721 in Figure 3c). Twenty-four hours earlier, the air masses traveled across the
North China Plain (NCP), one of the most polluted regions in China.

The vertical trajectories (Figure 5c,d) suggest that the air masses experienced a sinking motion
during the journey to Shanghai. For the RH profile on the mornings of December 11 and 21, stratification
structures were observed in both. A sharp decrease in RH was observed in the upper air. The location
of RH stratification is consistent with the corresponding PBL height. Seguel et al. [33] has concluded
that the sharp decrease of water vapor could be an important factor to trace the downward transport
of ozone from the higher troposphere or stratosphere during the passage of cold front. According to
the wind data at 08:00 LT on December 11 and December 17 (Table 3), the wind directions at about
200 m or about 1000 m were all northwest or northeast. The wind speeds range from 2 to 4 m/s.
Considering that the solar radiation was not strong in the morning, the ozone pollutions were possibly
from the developed regions in the north. The ozone accumulated via the sinking motion and then
arrived at the upper air of the experimental site. Unfortunately, the ozone data in this study could not
verify this assumption, which is a point of future research.

5. Conclusions

The present study focused on the vertical observations of ozone within 1200 m in Shanghai
in the winter of 2017. Using hexacopter UAV monitoring platforms equipped with portable ozone
monitors, 41 vertical ozone profiles were successfully obtained within the boundary layer. The UAV
observations were reliable to capture the vertical variations of winter ozone within the boundary layer.
The conclusions and main contributions of this study are given as follows:

(1) This study made a systematic classification of winter vertical ozone distributions. According to the
41 vertical ozone profiles obtained via the UAV platforms during the two months, the characteristics
of ozone profiles were classified into four groups: well-mixed profile, altitudinal increasing
profile, stratification profile, and spike profile, respectively. The number of ozone profiles in
each group was evenly distributed. First, the well-mixed profiles were frequently found in the
afternoon of sunny days because of good vertical mixing. Second, the altitudinal increasing
profiles mainly occurred in the morning, which is related to the depletion of ozone near the
ground. Third, the occurrence of stratification profiles is firmly related to the low PBL heights in
the winter. Finally, extremely high or low ozone concentrations were found in the spike profiles,
which may be attributed to the horizontal transport of air masses. The classification results were
mostly consistent with the former research performed in the spring of the YRD region.

(2) In the winter, although surface ozone level was low, ozone elevation events occurred at the
upper air. The maximum ozone concentration observed from November to December, 2017 was
220 ppb. Ozone elevation events frequently occurred in the early morning, and were caused by
in situ formation, horizontal, and vertical transport of air masses. First, typical in situ ozone
production in the winter can be attributed to different conditions including strong radiation, high
air temperature, and low PBL height. Second, typical downward flow of ozone was accompanied
with a layered-structure RH profile with low RH value aloft. Third, backward trajectories also
indicate that the ozone elevations were influenced by transport from the northern regions of
China and from higher altitudes.

Our contributions lie in at least two aspects. First, this study provides the possibility of using
hexacopter UAV platforms to perform the vertical distribution of ozone. For relevant observations in the
future, researchers can use UAVs equipped with other instruments to measure vertical distributions of
air pollutants such as particle matters, NOx, VOC, etc. This may help to better improve the development
of vertical observation technology. Second, although the current investigation is preliminary, it provides
a systematic classification of winter ozone distribution within the boundary layer. This may potentially
provide valuable data support for air quality and climate models.
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In the future, we will extend this study to comprehensively characterize the winter ozone by
conducting more experiments at night. Furthermore, the results will be further compared with
experiments performed in other seasons. These efforts, in addition to the current investigation will
provide a further understanding of the roles of ozone in winter.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2071-1050/11/24/7026/s1.
Figure S1: Ground-based comparisons of ozone concentrations: (a)Times series of ozone concentrations between
the UAV platform and the tethered balloon; (b) Linear regressions between the UAV platform and the tethered
balloon. The light gray dash line is the 1:1 reference line. Measurements were all averaged at 1-min intervals;
Figure S2: Comparisons of vertical profiles between the UAV platform (triangles) and the tethered balloon (circles):
(a) Vertical profiles captured during UAV’s ascent period (profile 1); (b) Vertical profiles captured during UAV’s
descent period (profile 2) between 16:30–17:30 LT on December 18, 2017. Measurements were all averaged at
50-m intervals; Table S1: Summary of calculated metrics for ozone monitors used on the UAV platforms and the
tethered balloon platform.
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